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Contractor Diamond Blades
MK Diamond - Contractor Diamond Blades
A complete range of economy diamond tools perfect for the general hardware,
DIY and contractor market, providing quality and performance at an
excellent price.
14”, 16”, 18” & 20”
Contractor Blades
General purpose blades
suitable for Brick Saws
and Demolition Saws

Turbo, Segmented
& Continuous
A full range of Turbo, Segmented and
Continuous Rim blades available in
4”, 4.5”, 5”, 7”, 9” & 10”

Available in Bulk Packs

Xtreme Diamond Blades

MK Diamond - Xtreme Blades
Premium diamond blades for Brick Saws, Demolition Saws and low horse power
Floor Saws
GXP Combi Blade
Concrete & Asphalt Combi Blade, Suitable
for Concrete, Asphalt, Hebel, Block and
Asphalt over Concrete
Sizes 14”, 16” 18” & 20”

AXP Asphalt Blade
Asphalt, Besser Block, Concrete
Block, Limestone and Sandstone.
Sizes 14”, 16”, 18” & 20”

Silent Blades For Brick & Block Saws
AXPS Block Blade - 14” & 20”
BXPS Brick Blade - 14”
Xtreme BXX Diamond Blades
BXX Multi Purpose Blade
The one Diamond Blade that cuts it all from Granite to Bricks to Reinforced
Concrete with reinforced centre hubs, available in all sizes from 4” to 16”
4” to 12” Blades have a
10mm Segment Height
14” & 16” Blades have a
15mm segment Height

TPX-40 Diamond Blades
TPX-40 Multi Purpose Blade
TPX-40 multi purpose diamond blade has been designed for maximum life and
speed. A newly developed bond allows for cutting a wide variety of materials
including brick, granite, block, pavers, concrete and bluestone.
Available in all sizes from 4” to 20”
Noise Reduction
The laser welded segment over the gullet
design helps to reduce noise by as much
as 10db while providing efficient removal
of cutting debris
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Cooler Cutting
The additional core cutouts provide
improved cooling during deep cutting,
which helps keep the core from
warping or losing tension.

CONTRACTOR CONCRETE SAWS

CX-3 Concrete Push Saw
The CX-3 Concrete saw is compact, light weight and has been
engineered for manoeuvrability and reliability. The cast
aluminium blade guard and blade mounts on both the right and
left hand side of the saw and cuts within 1” of the wall or curb.
Engine Kohler Petrol
Power 7hp
Blade Capacity 14” (350mm)
Depth of Cut 140mm
Weight 54 kg

1613H Concrete Push Saw
The 1613H Concrete saw features box steel chassis construction
to provide a ridged frame that wont flex during operation and a
positive locking depth control mechanism. The cast aluminium
blade guard and blade mounts on both the right and left hand side
of the saw and cuts within 2” of the wall or curb.
Engine Honda Petrol
Power 13hp
Blade Capacity 18” (460mm)
Depth of Cut 168mm
Weight 101 kg

2024H Self Propelled Concrete saw
The 2024H Self propelled concrete saw uses a heavy duty hydro
static transmission with variable speed drive. The cast aluminium
blade guard and blade mounts on both the right and left hand side
of the saw and cuts within 2” of the wall or curb.
Engine Electric Start Honda Petrol
Power 24hp
Blade Capacity 20” (520mm)
Depth of Cut 195mm
Weight 181 kg
* 2020KSP Propane powered saw available
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PROFESSIONAL CONCRETE SAWS

MK-3000 Road Saw
The MK-3000 Road Saws are big performance saws in
small packages. They have been designed to take
advantage of the new breed of high horsepower V-twin air
cooled engines from Briggs & Stratton. They provide the
cutting depth and power of traditional road saws with all
the advantages of a smaller, more manoeuvrable saw. The
saw is fully self-propelled with an electric raise and lower
mechanism.
Engine V-twin Vanguard
Power 35hp
Blade Capacity 30” (760mm)
Depth of Cut 318mm
Weight 350 kg

MK-4000 Road Saw
The MK-4000 heavy duty Road Saw has been engineered
for operator convenience, improved accessibility for
maintenance and better control during operations. The
MK-4000 has been designed for both front and rear
pivoting and has easily removable rear and side panels to
provide easy accessibility for maintenance.
Engine Turbo Diesel Kubota
Power 44hp
Blade Capacity 36” (915mm)
Depth of Cut 380mm
Weight 490 kg

MK-6000 Road Saw
The MK-6000 heavy-duty concrete saw has been engineered for operator convenience and better control during
operations. The MK-6000 is configured for front pivoting
and has easily removable rear and side panels to provide
easy accessibility for maintenance. The saw is powered by
a Kubota 59HP, 4-cylinder, turbo-charged, liquid cooled,
diesel fuelled engine. This 2434cc engine meets current
EPA Tier 3/Interim Tier 4 emissions regulations, which are
the most stringent in this class.
Engine Turbo Diesel Kubota

3 Speed gearbox available on both
MK4000 and MK6000 road saws
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Power 59hp
Blade Capacity 42” (520mm)
Depth of Cut 495mm
Weight 825 kg

Handsaw Blades
Professional Handsaw Blades
Premium diamond blades for use on 2-stroke, hydraulic and electric hand held
power cutters in a variety of applications for the professional user.
Handsaw Blade - GALXC-415
Fast cutting 16” handsaw blade
suitable for extremely hard
reinforced concrete.

Hydraulic Blade - BXX-410
16” Fast cutting turbo segment hydraulic handsaw blade with a 15mm high segment
Hydraulic Blade - HSBH20T-520
20” Split segment hydraulic handsaw blade
with flush mount bore.

Ring Saw Blades
Ring Saw & Precut Blades
Premium diamond blades for use on 2-stroke and hydraulic hand held
power cutters and ring saws in a variety of applications for the professional user.
Ring Saw Blade - RNGBL
Fast cutting ring saw blade suitable for
both 2-stroke and hydraulic ring saws,
supplied with two drive wheels
Precut Blade - PCHS-410
16” Precut handsaw blade for ring saw
applications.

Rollers & Drive Ring
RSER - Ring saw
engagement roller
RSSR - Ring saw
support roller
RSDW
Ring saw drive wheel

Concrete Road Saw Blades
Professional Road Saw Blades - Concrete
Premium diamond blades for use on petrol, diesel & 3 phase electric road saws in a
variety of applications for the professional user available in size's from 18” to 56”
RS05E
3.6mm wide split
segment concrete blade
designed for 3 phase
electric road saws,
available in
20”, 24” & 30”
The RSP40 bond blades have a higher diamond
concentration then the RSP10 bond blades to allow
for use on higher horse power road saws.

RSP10
3.6mm wide concrete
blade designed for 35hp
road saws, available in
18”, 20”, 24” & 30”
RSPX10
4.2mm wide concrete
blade designed for high
horse power road saws.
20”, 26”, 30”, 36” & 42”

RSP40
3.6mm wide concrete
blade designed for 44hp
road saws, available in
20” & 26”
RSPX40
4.2mm wide concrete
blade designed for 65hp
to 84hp road saws
20” & 26”

Asphalt Road Saw Blades
Professional Road Saw Blades - Asphalt
Premium diamond blades for use on petrol & diesel road saws in a variety of
applications for the professional user available in size's from 14” to 42”
RSP60
4.0mm wide asphalt blade designed for
35hp road saws.
RSP60-360/6
6mm wide loop blade suitable for 44 to
65hp road saws
10mm wide blades available on request
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RSP90
4.0mm wide asphalt blade designed for
48hp to 84hp road saws
All Asphalt blades available in
14”, 20”, 24” & 30”

Specialty Blades

Ductile Iron Blade

Tiger Tooth Blade

Premium grade blade for cutting
ductile iron pipes.
MK Diamond’s ductile iron
blade’s unique electroplate
coating enables it to dissipate
heat thereby eliminating the
rough edge caused by cutting as well as providing a
deburring action that helps to reduce binding during
cutting. The deburring action also provides less drag
and resistance than other ductile blades.

Mk Diamond’s new Vacuum
Brazed Technology is the secret
to the Fire Tiger Tooth’s effectiveness. Diamond
particles are fused directly to the steel core creating
the strongest heat resistant bond available when
cutting without water cooling. Available in the most
popular sizes, the Fire Tiger Tooth can be used on
angle grinders, circular saws and demolition saws.

Crack Chaser Blade

Tuck Point Blade

MK Diamond
v-segment crack chasing blades
quickly rout and widen cracks in
concrete, when repairing and
resealing concrete.

MK Diamond tuck point blades
are used for fast an efficient
mortar removal between bricks
and blocks, and repair and
cleaning in concrete applications.

The v-segment crack chasing blades are 6.35mm
wide and are available in 4”, 5” & 7” blades.

The tuck point blades are 6.35mm wide and are
available in 4”, 5” & 7” blades.

DiamondX Metal Cutting Blades
DiamondX is made with diamonds, the hardest natural material known to mankind. It is manufactured by a
unique brazing technology that allows a high concentration of diamonds to be chemically and mechanically
bonded to a steel surface. The resulting tool life is far greater than standard abrasives such as aluminum oxide,
zirconia alumina or silicon carbide

Benefits over traditional abrasives
* DiamondX delivers cost efficiency
with longer tool life
* Less downtime changing worn
abrasives disc
* Reduced sparks, less debris and no
odour
* No reduction in tool size and shape
* The same tool can be used on ferrous and non-ferrous metals as well
as ceramics and polymers
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Contractor Cup Wheels
MK Diamond - Contractor Diamond Blades
A complete range of economy Diamond Tools perfect for the general hardware,
DIY and contractor market, providing quality and performance.
Double Row Cup Wheels
Contractor grade fast grinding cup
wheel producing a smoother finish
than a turbo cup wheel
Available in 4”, 5” & 7” discs

Arrow Professional Cup Wheels

Segmented Turbo Cup Wheels
Contractor grade cup wheel with an
aggressive stock removal rate for fast
grinding.
Available in 4”, 5” & 7” discs

Arrow Cup Wheels
Contractor grade stripper cup wheel with arrow segments designed to remove
glues, epoxy and paint. Available in 4”, 5” & 7” discs
MK Diamond - Arrow Cup Wheels
Professional grade cup wheel with arrow shaped segments for fast aggressive
grinding and removal of all coatings and concrete.

CWA-S Stripper
16 grit disc designed for removal of
glues, epoxy and paint

CWA-C Grinding Disc
40 grit disc designed for fast and
aggressive removal of concrete

Gold - 5 segment soft
Silver - 6 segment 20% harder than Gold
Red - 6 Segment 20% harder than Silver
Black - 6 Segment 20% harder than Red

Blue - 10 Segment Soft
White - 10 Segment 20% harder than Blue
Blue cup wheel also available in a 5” disc

Red cup wheel also available in a 5” disc
Full Bodied Cup Wheels
Full Bodied Cup Wheels
General purpose turbo style cup wheel available in coarse and fine grits for grinding
concrete and removal of scratches in epoxy and polished concrete.
Full Bodied Coarse
Coarse grit disc designed for general
purpose concrete grinding

Full Bodied Fine
Fine grit disc designed for removing
scratches in concrete and epoxy

Available in 4”, 5”, & 7” discs

Available in 4”, 5”, & 7” discs

PCD Cup Wheels

Shallow Dish

PCD Cup Wheels
PCD cup wheel for fast removal
of heavy glues, epoxy and paints
when normal cup wheels wont
do the job

Shallow Dish Cup Wheel
General purpose cup wheel
designed with a shallow dish for
use on grinding machines.
Gold - Fine grit disc
Blue - Medium grit disc
Red - Coarse grit disc

Available in 5” & 7” discs

Available in 7” discs
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10” Cup Wheels

10” Cup Wheel
10” cup wheel available in
various grits for use on concrete floor
grinders
Red - 16 grit medium stripper disc
Black - 16 grit hard stripper disc
Blue - 40 grit medium grinding disc
White - 40 grit hard grinding disc

MK IXL Dust Shroud

7” Dust Shroud with
hinged front for grinding
against walls and edges,
perfect for controlling
dust. Designed to fit most
7” & 9” grinders.

Comes with adaptors to suit Bosch,
Makita, DeWalt, Metabo, Hitachi and
Milwaukee 7” & 9” Grinders

5” DUST SHROUDS ALSO AVAILABLE

Cyclone Dust Extraction System
The IXL shroud’s snail shape design
utilizes the air velocity created by the
rotating grinding wheel to efficiently
channel dust particles away from the
work surface and into the vacuum port.
This technology results in less airborne
dust, less clean up and improved
grinding efficiency.

Concrete Grinding Shoes
Floor Grinding Tools for all Leading Brands
A complete range of grinding shoes and individual grinding segments
to suit all popular brands of concrete grinders
Redi Lock & Contec Grinding Shoes
Single and double segment grinding segments on redi
lock and Contec screw on shoes in 4 bonds and 5 grits
to suit all applications
Gold - Soft bond grinding segment
White - Medium bond grinding segment
Black - Hard bond grinding segment
Silver - Extra hard bond grinding segment
Available in 16, 25/30, 40/50, 80/100 & 120/140 Grits
Individual segments also available in the above bonds
and grits
Grinding Disks

Grinding Discs for all Applications

A complete range of grinding disks to suit all machines and applications from glue &
epoxy removal to grinding trip hazards. All MK Diamond Australia grinding discs
come pre drilled to suit most petrol and electric grinders.
Segments are 12mm x 12mm x 40mm

Cretemower Discs

6 segment 16 grit glue removal disc (Gold)
16 & 12 segment 30 grit medium grinding disc (Silver)
16 & 12 segment 30 grit hard grinding disc (Black)
12 segment 80 grit fine grinding disc (Blue)

Custom made discs available on application
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Velcro Grinding Pucks
Velcro Backed Diamond Pucks
Concrete grinding puck with velcro backing for use on concrete
grinders, available in 3” & 5” pucks in 3 bonds and 3 grits
Gold - Soft bond
White - Medium bond
Black - Hard bond
Available in 25, 50 & 100 grit
Diamond Grinding Plugs
Diamond Grinding Plugs
Concrete grinding diamond plugs available in a traditional style plug
as well as a 16 grit stripper arrow plug.
Traditional Plug

Arrow Stripper Plug

Gold - Soft bond
White - Medium bond
Black - Hard bond
Available in 25, 50 & 100 grit

Red - 16 grit medium bond
Black - 16 grit hard bond

Diamond Wedge Blocks
Diamond Wedge Block
Diamond wedge blocks to suit all terrazzo grinding
machines available in a number of different grits.
Red - 3 segment 30 grit contractor grade wedge block
Gold - 4 segment 25 grit premium grade wedge block
Blue - 4 segment 80 grit premium grade wedge block

Diamond Corner Tools
Diamond Multi Tool Pad
Diamond pads designed to fit all multi tools for a multitude of uses
Available in 6 grits
Metal Bond Pads
100 grit
200 grit
400 grit

Resin Pads
800 grit
1500 grit
3000 grit

Diamond Corner Tool
The MK diamond corner tool is designed to grind those hard to reach places like
corners and stairs allowing you to get a professional finish, available in 3 grits.
25 grit
50 grit
80 grit
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Resin Hand Pads
4” & 5” Resin Hand Polishing Pads
Resin hand polishing pads available in 4” & 5” pads used for polishing
concrete and stone products. The MK Range of hand pads are made
with white resin so they don't leave black marks.
Hand Pad Grits
50 grit
800 grit
100 grit 1500 grit
200 grit 3000 grit
400 grit 8500 grit

Backing Pads
Rubber backing pads
available in 4” & 5” to suit
Heavy duty aluminium backing pad
available in 5”

Globe Resin Pads
4” Globe Resin Polishing Pads
Resin polishing pads for use on all concrete grinders for polishing
concrete and stone products.
50 grit
400 grit
100 grit 800 grit
200 grit 1500 grit
3000 grit
9” Polishing Disc
PP230 Resin Polishing Pad
9” resin polishing disc for use on all concrete grinders for polishing
concrete and stone products.
50 grit
400 grit
100 grit 800 grit
200 grit 1500grit
3000 grit
RD Disc Polishing Pad
RD Disc Resin Polishing Pads
RD technology is a very versatile diamond tool, delivering quality gloss on
almost any material, including concrete, terrazzo, granite, marble and
travertine tile! All of this while working DRY! The RD disc is a great choice for
floor polishing with edge grinding machines.
RD Disc Grits
40 grit
400 grit
60 grit
800 grit
120 grit 1500 grit
200 grit 3000 grit

RD Disc Sizes
7.5” Dry disc
9” Dry disc
11” Dry disc
17” Dry Disc

Deep Seal Lithium
DeepSeal Lithium is unique blend of silicate and siliconate polymer technology
that penetrates deep into concrete surfaces and chemically reacts with the
concrete matrix and the surrounding atmosphere to produce an extremely dense
and durable sealed floor. The result is concrete that resists wear and tear from
abrasion, repels water and other chemicals, and reduces the appearance of tyre
marks and stains.
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Tile Saws

MK-212 Tile Saw
The MK-212 Professional Tile and Stone Saw is built rugged and portable for use
on any jobsite. The powerful 2 HP direct drive motor is fully enclosed for greater
protection. The adjustable built-in miter system allows cuts at all angles from 45° to
90°. The plunge cutting head has pivoting blade guard for easy blade changes.
Blade Capacity 10” (250mm) Discs
Depth of Cut 51mm / Length of Cut 914mm
Diagonal Cut 610mm / Depth of cut at 45 Degrees 38mm
Weight 103kg
Includes
MK-415 blade / Water pump
Rip Guide / 12” Adjustable Cutting Guide

MK-101-24 Tile Saw
The MK-101-24 Tile Saw is built rugged and portable for use on any jobsite. The
powerful 2 HP motor is fully enclosed for greater protection. Blade shaft lock for
easy blade removal.
Blade Capacity 10” (250mm) Discs
Depth of Cut 76mm / Length of Cut 610mm
Diagonal Cut 460mm
Weight 59kg
Includes
MK-415 blade / Water pump
Rip Guide / Adjustable Cutting Guide / Folding Stand

Tile Blades

Contractor Continuous
Rim Blades
Contractor grade Continuous Rim blade for fast
smooth cutting of tiles
Sizes 4”, 4.5”, 5”, 7”, 9” & 10”

MK-225 Hot Dog
Porcelain Blades
Premium grade thin-rim blade for fast smooth cutting
of porcelain & vitreous tile. Blades are 1.2mm thick
Sizes 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”, 9”, 10”, 12” & 14”
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Thin Rim Mesh
Tile Blade
Thin Rim Mesh blade for fast smooth cutting of
Granite, Hard Stone Products and Porcelain Tiles.
Sizes 4’ and 5”

MK-415 Premium
Porcelain Blades
Supreme grade, super hi-rim blades for production
work with porcelain & vitreous tile.
Sizes 7”, 8”, 10”, 12” and 14”

Early Entry Concrete Blades
Early Entry Green Concrete Blades
Premium diamond blades for use on all Soff-cut saws for early entry
concrete sawing.
Diameter & Width
5" (125mm) x 2mm

GC-10 Soft Bond
MKGC10-125

GC-35 Medium Bond
GC-55 Hard Bond
MKGC35-125
MKGC55-125

5.5" (140mm) x 2mm

MKGC10-140

MKGC35-140

MKGC55-140

6" (150mm) x 2.4mm

MKGC10-150

MKGC35-150

MKGC55-150

7" (180mm) x 2.4mm

MKGC10-180

MKGC35-180

MKGC55-180

8" (200mm) x 2.4mm

MKGC10-200

MKGC35-200

MKGC55-200

9" (230mm) x 2.4mm

MKGC10-230

MKGC35-230

MKGC55-230

10" (250mm) x 2.4mm

MKGC10-250/2.4

MKGC35-250/2.4

MKGC55-250/2.4

10" (250mm) x 6.35mm

MKGC10-250/6.35

MKGC35-250/6.35

MKGC55-250/6.35

12 x (305mm) 3.2mm

MKGC10-305/3.2

MKGC35-305/3.2

MKGC55-305/3.2

12" (305mm) x 6.35mm

MKGC10-305/6.35

MKGC35-305/6.35

MKGC55-305/6.35

13.375" (340mm) x 3.2mm

MKGC10-340/3.2

MKGC35-340/3.2

MKGC55-340/3.2

13.375" (340mm) x 6.35mm

MKGC10-340/6.35

MKGC35-340/6.35

MKGC55-340/6.35

14" (355mm) x 3.2mm
14" (355mm) x 6.35mm

MKGC10-355/3.2
MKGC10-355/6.35

MKGC35-355/3.2
MKGC35-355/6.35

MKGC55-355/3.2
MKGC55-355/6.35

Toolgal Diamond Chain

Toolgal Diamond Chain

A complete range of Toolgal Diamond Chain to suit all hydraulic and
petrol concrete chainsaws is now available from MK Diamond Australia
Including Toolgal hydraulic power packs and chain saws.

Toolgal Diamond Chain
Variety and Versatility
SAWSHARK offers chain to suit both hydraulic and 2-stroke
diamond chain saws in 3 bonds to suit all applications.
Great White (KR70 bond) - Ideal chain for most applications
Blue Shark (5HBBM bond) - Suitable for the most demanding
Applications, capable of cutting concrete with heavy reinforced steel
and very hard aggregate.
Tiger Shark (RT bond) - Classic abrasive chain designed to work in
all abrasive materials with excellent speed and life.

For more information on the
range of Toolgal hydraulic
chainsaws and hydraulic
power packs contact your
local MK Diamond Australia
Representative 1300 657 296

Guide bars available to suit all diamond chain saws
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Core Drilling / Eibenstock Made in Germany

ETN 130/3P

ETN 152/3P

*All aluminium housing
*3-speed oil-bath gearbox for optimal lubrication
*Electronics - soft start, overload indication, overload
cut-off and thermal control, cut off carbon brushes

*All aluminium housing
*3-speed oil-bath gearbox for optimal lubrication
*Electronics - soft start, overload indication, overload
cut-off and thermal control, cut off carbon brushes

Power 1800 watts

Power 1900 watts

Max Drilling Capacity 152mm

Max Drilling Capacity 152mm

3 Speed 600/1300/2800 rpm

3 Speed 550/1250/2750 rpm

Weight 8.2kg

Weight 8.2kg

Drill Stand To Suit - 09622

Drill Stand To Suit - 09638

DBE 250

DBE 350 E

*Cut off carbon brushes
*2-speed oil-bath gearbox for optimal lubrication
*Electronics - soft start, overload indication, overload
cut-off and thermal control

*Cut off carbon brushes
*3-speed oil-bath gearbox for optimal lubrication
*Electronics - soft start, overload indication, overload
cut-off and thermal control

Power 2500 watts

Power 3000 watts

Max Drilling Capacity 250mm

Max Drilling Capacity 350mm

2 Speed 360/850 rpm

3 Speed 230/500/1030 rpm

Weight 26kg

Weight 31kg

Drill Stand - Included

Drill Stand - Included
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Core Drilling
Core Bits and Segments

Individual core bit
segments available for
retipping

Premium fast cutting core bits from
16mm to 456mm
450mm Standard drilling length
1 1/4” Back end Fitting
Quality seamless thick wall tubing
12mm High segments
Crown Bit Standard
Sizes
16mm
32mm
18mm
35mm
20mm
38mm
22mm
42mm
25mm
45mm
29mm
48mm

Segment Bit Standard Sizes
52mm
102mm 152mm 305mm
58mm
108mm 160mm 356mm
64mm
115mm 166mm 407mm
70mm
120mm 178mm 455mm
76mm
127mm 204mm
83mm
140mm 225mm
89mm
146mm 254mm

Complete retipping service
available Australia wide,
using only the best
equipment and materials.
Fastening Kit

Larger diameter and extended length bits available
Drilling Extensions

MK Diamond Hand Drill

Drilling extensions for
drilling with standard
core bits available in
both 1 1/4” UNC
threads and 1/2” gas
threads in the following
sizes.
150mm long
300mm long

Hand held core drill
3 Speed
1800 Watts
Oil Bath Gearbox
120mm Capacity
MK Diamond Drill Stands

Fastening kit for fixing in to
concrete for anchoring
drilling rigs. Comes with
10 x Anchors
1 x Setting tool
1 x Tightening screw with
extra large wing nut and
washer.

Vacuum Bases
Vacuum bases used in
conjunction with vacuum
pumps as a fastening
system for drilling rigs
when traditional anchors
can't be used.
Vacuum Pump & Tank

Standard
Hand Drill
Stand

Premium
Hand Drill
Stand
Vacuum Base
Angle Base

Standard
Drill
Stand
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Vacuum pump with inbuilt tank
used in conjunction with
vacuum bases as a fastening
system for drilling rigs when
traditional anchors can't be
used.

CONCRETE GRINDERS

Cub folds for easy transport

CUB Grinder

MKSG-9 Scarifier

Compact, light weight, direct drive grinder ideal for small
floor preparation work. Can be used for both wet or dry
grinding, uses a floating head dust shroud to control dust
when dry grinding. Has three height settings for different
size operators, with a level adjustment on the rear wheels to
produce a flat surface.

MK Scarifiers have been designed to leave a clean,
textured or rough finish on any type of concrete or asphalt
surface. Drums available to provide cleaning, texturing,
levelling, grooving and paint removal. The unique engage/
disengage lever allows the operator to raise and lower the
drum without losing the depth setting. Drums are
interchangeable and provide for fast and easy changeover.

CMG Single Phase Electric Motor

Engine Honda Petrol

Power 3hp

Power 9hp

Motor RPM 1450

Drum Dimensions 6” x 8” (152 x 203mm)

Grinding Plate 250mm Crete Mower Disc / Alpha Shoe

Weight 77 kg

Weight 47 kg

Comes complete with Drum & Cutters

MKSDG-11 Single Disc Cretemower

MKDDG-11 Double Disc

The MK SDG Single Disc Grinder is excellent for
smoothing rough areas and other surface irregularities,
feathering patches and cleaning industrial floors. Front
tapered nose provides enhanced visibility. Removable
handles and nose weight provide for easy transportation
and storage. Water control valve is included for wet
grinding.

The MK DDG Dual Disc Grinder has been designed with
two counter-rotating heads that prevent pulling.
Ergonomically designed handles provide improved
handling and comfort. Vacuum port allows for dust-free
dry grinding. Water control valve is included for wet
grinding.

Engine Honda Petrol

Engine Honda Petrol

Power 11hp

Power 11hp

Blade Capacity 10” (250mm)Disc

Blade Capacity 2 x 10” (250mm) Discs

Weight 90 kg

Weight 108 kg

3 Phase Electric SDG model also available

Propane DDG model also available
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CONCRETE GRINDERS & VACUUMS

Revolution Grinder
The new 18 hp propane Revolution was developed with the
professional floor contracting company in mind. It is an efficient
and highly manoeuvrable surface preparation grinder and
polishing machine. With its large 40" inch two-head system and
massive down pressure it will take on any project from small jobs
in tight spaces, to large commercial open areas jobs. The 40”
wide, low profile grinding deck is perfect for fast results in
warehouses, retail spaces, schools, and other high-traffic
facilities. Whether you grind wet or dry, or on old or new surfaces
from concrete to marble, the Revolution is an efficient and
productive machine.

Contec Tornado Vac




15HP 3 Phase motor
Air Flow 2700 l/min
Filter Area 6m2

Contec Omega 700




11kw 3 phase motor
Revolutions 0 - 1000 rpm
Weight 185kg

Whether fine dust or rough material,
the CONTEC dust collectors impress
by their high performance and multiple applications. Using plastic bags,
this system ensures that dust can no
longer escape into the environment at
any stage of the process. Dust free
handling is especially important when
working with contaminated material.

Pullman Ermator Vacuums
Pullman-Ermator HEPA Dust Extractors
are equipped with tested and certified
HEPA filters that trap the smallest, most
dangerous-to-breath dust particles and
prevents them from being released in
the air. A HEPA Dust Extractor not only
exhausts perfectly clean air, it is far
more efficient for the fast recovery of
bulk dry dust, debris and other building
materials found on every Construction,
Abatement and Restoration jobsite.
They can also be connected to electrical
power tools to extract the freshly cut
and friable concrete dust, considered to
be the most hazardous to construction
workers.

Makita 447L Vacuum
46 litre vacuum perfect for use with
hand tools when edging. The Makita
447 utilizes an extreme clean system
that cleans the filter as you use the
vacuum.
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One machine, many applications:



Ideal for the preparation of concrete, screeds,
self levellers and asphalt
 Easy grinding of high density floors
 Polishing of Terrazzo and Natural Stone
 Cleaning and maintenance of tiles and coatings
Overview:



Use the speed control for aggressive grinding
or soft polishing and cleaning
 Perfect ergonomics for operator comfort
and easy handling
 Uniform grinding pressure
 Easy transport
 Flexible tool brackets
 700mm working width
 Powered by 11kW motor
 Speed up to 1000 rpm
 Extensive range of tools

WET VACS

CS30L Wet Vac
Commercial wet vac
30 litre stainless steel
drum
1000 watt single phase
motor
Comes with trolley






CS60L Wet Vac





Commercial wet vac
60 litre stainless steel
drum
2000 watt single phase
twin motor vac
Comes with trolley

Vac Tools

CS90L Wet Vac





Commercial wet vac
90 litre plastic drum
2000 watt single phase
twin motor vac
Comes with trolley

All wet vacs come with the
following 40mm accessories







Hose
S Wand
Dry Floor Tool
Squeegee Tool
Crevice Tool

LIQUID HAMMER

Liquid Hammer – Heavy Duty Concrete Remover
The Only Way To Safely Remove Concrete!
BEFORE

Liquid Hammer is not corrosive,
so it’s user and equipment safe.
The unique formula is foamed
onto the concrete surface where
it is absorbed and broken down
into a paste that you can brush or
wash off.
Clean concrete, cement and
mortar off your tools, machinery
and vehicles.
And do it safely!
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AFTER

Quality Diamond Tools & Machinery

MK Diamond Australia
Head Office

3C Kia Court, Preston, Victoria 3072 Australia
PO Box 8454 Northland VIC 3072
Phone – 1300 657 296 or 03 9484 5034
Fax – 03 9484 5039

MK Diamond Australia
Queensland Office
47 Moss St, Slacks Creek QLD 4127
Phone – 1300 657 296 or 07 3808 4248
Fax – 07 3808 5382

Visit our website to view the complete product
range of MK Diamond Australia
www.mkdiamond.com.au
1300 657 296
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